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Open access

Open data

OpenAire guidelines

Welcome to the Institutional Repository of the University of Alicante.

RUA offers open access to full digital text documents generated by members of the University of Alicante in their work of teaching and research. The aim of RUA is to increase the visibility of scientific production and teaching of the University, increasing impact and ensure the preservation of this production.

RUA collects all kinds of digital documents, both products and products, conference papers, working papers, teaching and learning objects, journals published by the University of Alicante, documents and objects related to the institutional activity by centers, units and services.

Communities in RUA

Choose a community to browse its collections.

Zenodo

Universitat d’Alacant Research Data Collection

Recent uploads

Search Universitat d’Alacant Research Data Collection

18021 Granitic rock slope in Biagia (Pirineus, Andorra)

//universitatdialacant.theses.upv.es/18021
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Zenodo

Universitat d’Alacant Research Data Collection

Collection of research datasets of the university of Alacant members, managed by the ULA Library.

Want your upload to appear in this community?

- Click the bottom above to upload a record

OpenAIRE
Awareness problem!

Surprisingly researchers are not aware of open science details, not even FAIR principles…
Open Science @ UA

Strategic plan (2022-2024) supports open science
https://web.ua.es/es/vr-plasec/plan-estrategico-de-la-universidad-de-alicante.html

[...]

**GOAL 10**: develop an institutional **open science policy**
[...]

**GOAL 12**: organize **training activities** to explain and disseminate open science
[...]
Some concerns of our open science policy

**Awareness first** then training
- Be ready for EOSC starts at rising FAIR awareness

**Peer-to-peer awareness and training**
- Researchers showing open science experiences to other researchers

**Citizen Science**

**Alignment** of RUA and EOSC
- Top-down vs bottom-up
Smart Tourism Lab

Pilot for publishing FAIR data following EOSC guidelines on a specific project

- “Changing the tourism: a digital twin strategy for sustainable development of smart protected natural areas through ecological indicators”
- Researchers will use this pilot to train other researchers, while repository managers (librarians) supervise

Project TED2021-130890B funded by
Thanks!
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